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The goals of the present study were to examine (1) the mean-level stability and differential stability of
children’s positive emotional intensity, negative emotional intensity, expressivity, and social competence
from early elementary school-aged to early adolescence, and (2) the associations between the trajectories
of children’s emotionality and social functioning. Using four waves of longitudinal data (with assess-
ments 2 years apart), parents and teachers of children (199 kindergarten through third grade children at
the first assessment) rated children’s emotion-related responding and social competence. For all con-
structs, there was evidence of mean-level decline with age and stability in individual differences in rank
ordering. Based on age-centered growth-to-growth curve analyses, the results indicated that children who
had a higher initial status on positive emotional intensity, negative emotional intensity, and expressivity
had a steeper decline in their social skills across time. These findings provide insight into the stability and
association of emotion-related constructs to social competence across the elementary and middle school
years.
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Developmental scientists have increasingly acknowledged the
importance of the experience and expression of emotion in every-
day life and its potential role in social competence. However, our
understanding of developmental trajectories in children’s intensity
of emotion and their implications for social competence is limited.
The first major goal of the present study was to examine the degree
of stability of children’s emotional intensity, expressivity, and
social competence. Another major goal (which was dependent on
the analyses pertaining to the first goal) was to examine associa-
tions between the trajectories of emotion and social functioning as
children moved into early adolescence.

Notions of Stability

Given the goal of investigating children’s emotionality across
time, the stability of these constructs was examined in two ways:
(1) the rank-order of variables and (2) the mean level across time

(Fraley & Roberts, 2005). Rank-order stability provides informa-
tion about differential continuity (i.e., degree to which individual
differences remain stable across time) whereas mean-level stability
refers to change in the average level of a variable across time
(De Fruyt et al., 2006). Both types of stability are useful for
understanding development.

Positive and Negative Emotionality

Researchers typically view positive and negative emotionality
as dimensions of temperament (Aksan et al., 1999; Rothbart &
Bates, 2006), defined as a set of constitutionally based traits that
are the core of personality and influence the direction of develop-
ment (Rothbart & Bates, 2006). Even though temperament is
usually described as having a constitutional basis, environmental
influences also play a role, more so for some aspects of tempera-
ment (e.g., positive emotionality) than others (e.g., negative emo-
tionality; Emde et al., 1992; Goldsmith, Lemery, Buss, & Campos,
1999). Thus, some aspects of temperament may be relatively
malleable (Fox & Calkins, 2003; Rothbart & Bates, 2006), a
finding that highlights the importance of investigating develop-
mental trajectories.

Researchers have found that reports of positive emotion and
negative emotion are distinct dimensions (Belsky, Hsieh, & Crnic,
1996; Durbin, Hayden, Klein, & Olino, 2007; Kochanska, Coy,
Tjebkes, & Husarek, 1998; see Diener & Larsen, 1993). Other
approaches to distinguishing between positive and negative emo-
tions come from behavioral and neurological perspectives. For
example, Gray (1987) proposed somewhat distinct two motiva-
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tional systems that influence behavior—the Behavioral Activation
System involved with potential rewards or positive outcomes and
the Behavioral Inhibition System involved with signals of punish-
ment and negative cues. Additionally, neuroscientists have identi-
fied brain systems that are activated when emotions are experi-
enced and executed (Damasio, 2004) and have found differences in
brain patterns between adults experiencing positive and negative
emotions (see Harmon-Jones, 2003).

Positive emotional intensity and negative emotional intensity
also may be differentially valued or displayed in various cultures.
For example, the expression of intense positive affect has been
found to be more emphasized and valued in Western cultures than
in non-Western cultures (Eisenberg, Liew, & Pidada, 2001; Tsai,
Chentsova-Dutton, Freire-Bebeau, & Przymus, 2002; Tsai, Lev-
enson, & McCoy, 2006). Conversely, Tsai et al. (2006) also found
that European American adults displayed less negative affect than
Chinese American adults. These findings suggest that patterns of
emotional intensity may differ depending on valence and culture.

In the present study, we focused on positive and negative
emotional intensity as separate constructs, as well as on general
emotional expressivity. Although emotional intensity and fre-
quency of emotionality and its expression often are related (e.g.,
Bachorowski & Braaten, 1994; Diener, Larsen, Levine, &
Emmons, 1985; Eisenberg et al., 1993), it is important to examine
intensity of emotions as well as their frequency. For example,
although frequency of positive emotionality is generally positively
related to children’s social competence and self-regulation (e.g.,
Hayden, Klein, Durbin, & Olino, 2006; Lengua, 2003; Pesonen et
al., 2008), there is evidence that intensity of positive emotionality
is associated with low regulation and sometimes with negative
social outcomes (e.g., Kochanska, Murray, & Harlan, 2000;
Kochanska & Knaack, 2003; Oldehinkel et al., 2004; Rydell,
Berlin, & Bohlin, 2003). In addition, children who are prone to
high intensity pleasure are likely highly impulsive and active
(Rothbart, Ahadi, Hershey, & Fisher, 2001), so they often may
behave in inappropriate ways. Moreover, adults and peers likely
expect intense and frequent negative emotions to be increasingly
modulated with age, so it is possible that intense negative emotions
are increasingly destructive to social interactions (e.g., Eisenberg
et al., 1993; Eisenberg, Fabes, Murphy, et al., 1994; Mazsk,
Eisenberg, & Guthrie, 1999). Thus, it is important to examine the
intensity as well as frequency of emotions.

Stability of Positive Emotionality

In regard to rank ordering of individuals, positive emotionality
(observed and reported) has been found to be somewhat stable
throughout infancy, toddlerhood, and early childhood (Lemery,
Goldsmith, Klinnert, & Mrazek, 1999; Durbin et al., 2007; Roth-
bart & Bates, 2006). It is possible that the differential stability
noted at younger ages is less evident in early adolescence because
of the numerous changes that occur during adolescence (see Col-
lins & Steinberg, 2006). However, most researchers have exam-
ined general positive affect rather than the intensity, and there are
few data examining rank-order stability across childhood into
adolescence.

There is limited research on the developmental trajectories of
children’s positive emotionality. In a review, Rothbart and Bates
(2006) reported that positive emotionality (observed and parent-

reported) increased in mean level across the first year of life.
However, change in the mean level of intense positive affect may
vary for children differing in attachment status. Based on paired t
tests, Kochanska (2001) found that young children’s joy during
several behavioral tasks was stable in mean level in all attachment
groups except for the resistant attachment group, whose joy de-
creased from 9 to 33 months.

During later developmental periods, researchers have found
some change as well as some mean-level stability in positive
emotionality. For example, Guerin and Gottfried (1994) found that
children’s mean level of parent-reported positive mood (intensity
and frequency) increased from 3.5 years to 5 years and then
remained relatively stable during later elementary school years (8,
10, and 12 years of age). Although adolescents are viewed as
emotionally intense (five times more likely to report intense hap-
piness compared to their parents; Larson & Richards, 1994), there
tends to be a decline in positive affect (self- and parent-reports) in
some contexts in early adolescence (e.g., Collins & Steinberg,
2006; Larson, Richards, Moneta, Holmbeck, & Duckett, 1996).
However, there is limited research on changes in the intensity of
children’s positive emotionality as they move into adolescence.
Our tentative hypothesis was that intensity of children’s positive
emotion—which has been related to low regulation (Kochanska et
al., 2000)—would decline with age as emotion-related self-
regulatory skills emerge and are refined (Rothbart & Bates, 2006).

Stability of Negative Emotionality

Researchers generally have found rank-order stability of nega-
tive emotionality between 24 and 48 months (Lemery et al., 1999)
and in the elementary school years (Murphy, Eisenberg, Fabes,
Shepard, & Guthrie, 1999)—a finding consistent with the consid-
erable heritability of negative emotionality (e.g., Goldsmith et al.,
1999). In regard to mean-level changes, although change in neg-
ative emotionality varies with attachment status in the first 2 years
of life (Kochanska, 2001), Murphy et al. (1999) found a decline in
parents’ and teachers’ ratings of children’s negative emotionality
(intensity and frequency) from preschool to late elementary school,
a finding they attributed to the development of self-regulation.
However, relative to childhood, researchers have found increases
in the means of intensity and frequency of negative affect (often,
but not always, self-reported) in adolescence, especially conflict-
related emotion (Larson & Richards, 1994; see Laursen & Collins,
1994) and depressive affect (Garber, Keiley, & Martin, 2002;
Hammen & Rudolph, 2003). Thus, given the dual considerations
of increasing self-regulatory skills with age in childhood/
adolescence and the increase in negative emotion and conflict in
early adolescence, we predicted a decline in emotional intensity
across the elementary school years and a possible modest increase
in negative emotionality in early adolescence.

Stability of General Emotional Expressivity

Some investigators have examined children’s expressivity, re-
gardless of its valence. Researchers sometimes find that the fre-
quency and intensity of expressivity are positively related, regard-
less of valence (Bachorowski & Braaten, 1994; Davis & Burns,
1999; Thomas & Diener, 1990). In regard to the stability of
expressivity, Aksan et al. (1999) examined the rank-order stability
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of two types temperaments (reported)—controlled-nonexpressive
and noncontrolled-expressive. They found fair to moderate rank-
order stability in these designations from age 3.5 to 4.5 years.
Eisenberg et al. (2003) also found evidence of differential stability
during the elementary school years. Although these findings may
partly reflect stability in the familial and cultural context, they also
probably are due to the role of heritability in emotionality.

In regard to mean level change, Guerin and Gottfried (1994)
found that children’s mean-level general emotional intensity (re-
ported) declined from 3.5 to 5 years and declined again across later
elementary school years (see also Eisenberg et al., 2003). Although
there are few data on change in mean level of expressivity in
childhood, it seemed reasonable to expect a decline in children’s
expressivity with age as children learn cultural rules regarding the
inhibition of emotion and when expressivity is socially acceptable
(Saarni, Campos, Camras, & Witherington, 2006), and as they
increasingly develop the ability to inhibit their expressivity (Roth-
bart & Bates, 2006).

Social Competence and Its Relations to Emotionality

The definition of social competence often depends on the re-
searcher’s theoretical framework, but it generally it involves social
skills (e.g., socially appropriate behavior) and social success (e.g.,
peer likability; Rubin, Bukowski, & Parker, 2006). In this study,
we investigated socially appropriate behavior. The beginnings of
social skills are seen early in life and children continue developing
their skills throughout childhood (Howes, 1987; Rubin et al.,
2006). Obradović, Van Dulmen, Yates, Carlson, and Egeland
(2006) found that reported social competence (e.g., peer relation-
ship quality and social skills) was stable in mean level from early
childhood to adolescence (3.5 to 16 years of age). However, they
also found that the strength of this stability in structural models
declined from early childhood to middle adolescence.

Intuitively, it seems likely that children who display positive
emotions during peer interactions reinforce their play partners’
interactions and facilitate future interactions (and the development
of socially appropriate behaviors) whereas children who display
negative emotions (especially intense emotions) disrupt social
interactions and likely engage in fewer interactions over time.
Indeed, some researchers have found that displays of positive
emotion are positively related to children’s observed and reported
social competence (Denham, McKinley, Couchoud, & Holt, 1990;
Lengua, 2003; McDowell & Parke, 2005; Sroufe, Schork, Motti,
Lawroski, & LaFreniere, 1984). However, Feshbach (1982) found
a relation between low social competence (specifically, high levels
of aggression) and boys’ relatively intense positive affect in
empathy-inducing contexts. As already mentioned, such intense
positive affect sometimes may reflect a lack of regulation
(Kochanska et al., 2000), which has been negatively related to
social competence (see Eisenberg, Vaughan, & Hofer, in press).
Moreover, parent-reported child exuberance has been associated
with externalizing problems in preschool and elementary school,
as well as with low prosocial behavior in preschool (Rydell et al.,
2003), and parent-reported high intensity pleasure has been related
to externalizing problems in preadolescence (Oldehinkel et al.,
2004; see also Kim, Walden, Harris, Karrass, & Caltron, 2007).
Thus, it is quite possible that intensity of positive affect is not
consistently related to social competence.

Findings are mixed in regard to the relations between negative
affect and social competence. For example, Carson and Parke
(1996) found that young children who displayed intense negative
affect during a parent–child interaction were relatively higher in
teacher-rated antisocial behavior (i.e., hitting behavior); however,
there were no significant relations between negative affect and
teacher-reported peer likability. Denham et al. (2003) found that
children’s sad and anger displays generally were unrelated to
teacher-rated social competence. In contrast, Eisenberg et al.
(1993) found a negative relation between reported negative affect
or negative emotional intensity and social competence (e.g., peer
acceptance) for preschoolers (for similar findings with adolescents,
Dodge, Coie, Pettit, & Price, 1990; Eisenberg et al., 1993; Fabes &
Eisenberg, 1992). Additionally, Fabes et al. (1999) found that
children who displayed more negative affect during peer interac-
tions also exhibited less socially competent behaviors (e.g., helping
others) than children who were not as negatively expressive. Thus,
despite some variability in findings, there seems to be a negative
relation between negative expressivity and social competence.

Sex Differences in Emotionality and Social Competence

Consistent with the gender stereotype of females’ greater emo-
tionality, researchers have found differences in adults’ perceptions
of girls’ and boys’ emotional behavior beginning in elementary
school. For example, Fabes and Martin (1991) found that adults
perceived girls as more emotionally expressive and intense and
increasing in emotionality with age whereas boys’ were viewed as
initially increasing in emotionality, leveling off in elementary
school, and then decreasing in adolescence. These findings suggest
that reported measures of emotion are likely to be influenced by
adults’ gender stereotypes (although sometimes parents have not
reported gender differences in expressivity; e.g., Eisenberg et al.,
2003). Nonetheless, despite any effect of gender stereotypes,
adults’ reports of children’s temperamental emotionality appear to
be relatively valid indices (Rothbart & Bates, 2006).

Additionally, consistent with the idea that girls may be social-
ized to express more positive affect as a way to be social (see
Brody & Hall, 2000; LaFrance, Hecht, & Paluck, 2003), research-
ers have sometimes found sex differences in the means. In a recent
meta-analysis examining the sex differences in various aspects of
temperament, Else-Quest, Hyde, Goldsmith, and Van Hulle (2006)
found sex differences in positive emotions (girls were higher in
positive mood than boys and boys were higher in high intensity
positive affect than girls) but negligible differences in boys’ and
girls’ negative affect (see also Murphy et al., 1999).

Sex differences favoring girls in mean levels of reported social
competence also have been found (Eisenberg et al., 1995; Mpofu,
Thomas, & Chan, 2004). Adult raters likely have biased gender
expectations regarding socially competent behavior, and teachers
tend to expect boys to display more disruptive behaviors than girls
and girls to be more compliant in the classroom (see Parks &
Kennedy, 2007). However, girls might actually be more socially
appropriate because of their greater self-regulation (Eisenberg et
al., 2007; Else-Quest et al., 2006; Kochanska et al., 2000). In
addition, in some studies, the relations of social competence to
emotionality have differed for boys and girls (e.g., Eisenberg et al.,
1993). However, it was unclear if the trajectories of intense emo-
tionality would relate differently to the trajectory of social com-
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petence for the two sexes. If emotional expressivity is more ac-
ceptable for girls, one might expect a higher positive relation
between emotional expressivity and social competence for girls.
However, if adults hold stronger expectations regarding appropri-
ate expressivity for girls, then less emotionally competent girls
(e.g., those who express intense negative emotions) may be viewed
more negatively than their male counterparts.

The Present Study

In the present study, the relations and the trajectories of
children’s positive emotional intensity, negative emotional in-
tensity, general expressivity, and social skills were assessed
across 6 years. Based on the reviewed research, we predicted
that there would be some stability in the rank ordering of these
constructs across time, especially because reported measures
were used as opposed to specific observed situations (which are
more context specific rather than reported dispositional mea-
sures; see Durbin et al., 2007). In regard to the mean-level
stability, we predicted that children’s negative emotional inten-
sity and overall expressivity would likely exhibit a quadratic
trajectory—initially declining as children’s regulation strate-
gies improve and then increasing modestly with movement into
adolescence. In contrast, positive affect intensity was tenta-
tively predicted to be stable or decline somewhat through
childhood and decline in the later years during early adoles-
cence (Larson et al., 1996). Moreover, socially appropriate
behavior was predicted to increase across time as children’s
cognitive abilities and awareness of social norms increased and
then level off at the older ages.

As children learn social norms and self-presentation strategies
(see Saarni et al., 2006), their level of expressivity would be
expected to be more situationally appropriate. However, children
who experience intense emotions, especially negative ones, may
have difficulty modulating their emotional displays in accordance
with norms (indeed, adults’ ratings of emotional intensity likely
reflect the level of expression of these emotions). We predicted
that the trajectories of children’s negative emotional intensity and
overall expressivity would negatively predict the trajectories of
children’s social skills because relatively intense emotion poten-
tially interferes with the development and execution of socially
appropriate behaviors. Although positive emotionality generally
has been related with high social competence, this might be less
true with intense positive emotions, especially if these emotions
reflect lack of regulation (Kochanska et al., 2000). Therefore, we
were unsure if intense positive emotion would be related to higher
or lower social competence (or unrelated).

In regard to sex differences, given the mixed findings from
research with adults’ perceptions (Fabes & Martin, 1991) and with
younger children’s emotionality (see Else-Quest et al., 2006), the
tentative predictions were that boys would be higher in positive
emotional intensity than girls and boys and girls would be similar
in their negative emotional intensity (Else-Quest et al., 2006;
Murphy et al., 1999). However, girls were expected be higher in
general expressivity, even if they were not higher in intensity of
emotion. Additionally, we predicted that the relations of emotion-
ality and social skills would be similar for girls and boys.

Method

Participants

Children and their primary caregiving parent were participants
in a longitudinal study of emotional and social development.
Participants were 199 children (97 girls; M age � 90 months,
SD � 14) in kindergarten through third grade at Time (T1), 166
children (84 girls; M age � 112.80 months, SD � 13.79) at Time
2 (T2; 2 years after T1), 167 children (84 girls; M age � 137.33
months, SD � 13.95) at Time 3 (T3; 4 years after T1), and 157
children (79 girls; M age � 160.80 months, SD � 14.4) at Time 4
(T4; 6 years after T1). Primary caregivers were mothers except for
a few fathers (ns � 8, 9, 10, and 6, for T1, T2, T3, and T4,
respectively).

At T1, a majority of the families reported that they were Euro-
pean American (79%); 10% were Hispanic, 4% were African
American, 2% were Native American, fewer than 1% were Asian
American, and 5% were of mixed origin. The participants were
mostly from middle-class families (mean family income at T1 �
$46,000, SD � $24,000; mean years of education � 14.60 and 14.99
for mothers and fathers, respectively, SDs � 2.00 and 2.55). More
detail on sample characteristics for each assessment is reported else-
where (for T1, Eisenberg et al., 1996; for T2, Eisenberg et al., 2000;
for T3, Zhou et al., 2002; for T4, Eisenberg et al., 2005).

Attrition Analyses

To examine variables related to attrition between T1 and T4,
separate MANOVAs and �2 analyses (for categorical data) with
attrition status as the independent variable were computed for
demographic variables as well as the major study variables. There
were no significant differences between the T4 participants and
those who dropped out after T1.

Procedure

Families were recruited for participation through letters sent
home from school. Primary caregivers completed questionnaires
regarding their children’s social and emotional behaviors during a
laboratory visit, although some (mostly those who moved away) at
each time responded by mail. Children’s current teachers also
completed questionnaires similar in nature. All participants re-
ceived a small payment. The general procedure was the same for
the initial assessment at T1 and the following assessments each 2
years apart (T2, T3, and T4).

Measures

Positive and Negative Emotional Intensity

At each assessment, parents and teachers rated (1 � never to
7 � always) children’s positive emotional intensity (PEI) and
negative emotional intensity (NEI) using an adaptation of Larsen
and Diener’s (1987) Affect Intensity Scale (Eisenberg et al., 1995;
six items for PEI, e.g., “When my child accomplishes something
difficult, s/he feels delighted”; five items for NEI, e.g., “When my
child experiences anxiety, it normally is very strong”). Alphas at
T1, T2, T3, and T4 for PEI were .79, .84, .83, and .86 for parents,
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and .90, .92, .88, and .87 for teachers; alphas for NEI � .72, .74,
.86, and .79 for parents, and .85, .86, .87, and .86 for teachers.

Overall Expressivity

At T2, T3, and T4, parents and teachers rated (1 � never true to
6 � always true) children’s expressivity using a slightly adapted
version (from a self-report to other-report scale; Eisenberg,
Losoya, et al., 2001) of Kring, Smith, and Neale’s (1994) 17-item
Emotional Expressivity Scale (e.g., “Other people believe this
child to be very emotional”; alphas for parents at T2, T3, and T4 �
.90, .90, and .92; alphas for teachers � .95, .95, and .95).

Social Competence

At T1, T2, T3, and T4, teachers rated children’s socially appro-
priate behavior (four items; e.g., “This child is usually well be-
haved”; alphas � .92, .90, .89, and .68 at T1, T2, T3, and T4,
respectively) on a 4-point response scale (i.e., selected an option
and indicated if the items was “sort of” or “really” true) using an
adapted version of Harter’s (1982) Perceived Competence Scale
for Children (see Eisenberg et al., 1995). Teachers were optimal
reporters because of their opportunities to children’s social behav-
ior with peers and their exposure to the diversity of social skills
among children (which can be used as a basis for judgments).1

Results

Descriptive analyses are presented first. Then the results from
the rank-order stability analyses (correlations) and the mean-level
stability analyses (latent growth curves, LGC) on the individual
variables are presented. Because of the range of ages in the sample,
age-based LGC were conducted (see below for more details).
Next, the LGCs predicting children’s trajectory (slope) of social
competence from their trajectories for PEI, NEI, and expressivity
are presented.

Descriptive Statistics

Means and standard deviations of the measures are presented in
Table 1. All variables demonstrated acceptable levels of normality
(see Curran, West, & Finch, 1996). Family income was unrelated
to any of the variables; mothers’ education was negatively related
to parent-reported PEI at T2, r(162) � �.17, p � .03, and
positively related to social skills at T3, r(150) � .21, p � .01. The
correlations when mothers’ education were covaried and not co-
varied were similar; thus, mothers’ education was not covaried in
further analyses.

For each time point, MANOVAs or ANOVAs with sex as the
independent variable were computed for the following dependent
variables: (1) parent-reported PEI, NEI, and expressivity, (2)
teacher-reported PEI, NEI, and expressivity, and (3) teacher-
reported social competence. All multivariate effects for sex were
significant except for teacher-reported PEI, NEI, and expressivity
at T1 (only marginal) and T3 (not significant). Numerous univar-
iate effects were significant. Girls were viewed by parents as
higher in PEI than boys at T1, T2, T3, and T4, Fs(1, 188/160/162/
152) � 7.56, 9.53, 8.62, and 7.46, ps � .01 (see means in Table 1),
and as higher in expressivity than boys at T4, F(1, 152) � 5.06, p �
.03. Boys were viewed by teachers as higher than girls in NEI at T1,

T2, T3, and T4, Fs(1, 197/156/142/138) � 4.51, 9.88, 4.04, and 5.61,
ps � .04, .01, .05, and .02, and PEI at T4, F(1, 138) � 6.84, p � .01,
and as lower in social skills at T1, T2, T3, and T4, Fs(1, 197/156/
146/145) � 37.62, 25.00, 8.57, and 18.01, ps � .01.

Rank-Order Stability

The rank order of the major variables across time was examined
with correlations. Differences in the correlations for boys and girls
were tested using the Fisher r-to-z transformation formula (Steiger,
1980).

For PEI, NEI, and expressivity, the relations across time and
across reporter were computed. Overall, there were numerous
significant, positive relations across time within reporter, espe-
cially for parents’ reports (likely because teachers were different at
each assessment; see Table 2). Thus, there was considerable
evidence of differential stability. Additionally, there was some
evidence for across-reporter relations, albeit less than for within-
reporter (teacher or parent) relations. There were no sex differ-
ences in the relations.

There was evidence that individuals maintain their rank ordering
in social competence. All six correlations across time for teachers’
ratings were significant, rs(123–158) � .38–.70, ps � .01, and
there were no sex differences in the relations.

Relations of Emotion With Social Competence

There were a number of significant correlations between social
competence and PEI, NEI, or expressivity. More specifically, there
were negative correlations between PEI and social skills, espe-
cially for boys (see Table 3). In regard to NEI, there were numer-
ous negative correlations with social skills, especially for teachers’
reports (see Table 3). For expressivity, there were negative corre-
lations with socially appropriate behavior (see Table 3). Many of
the significant correlations between social competence and
emotion-related constructs were for teachers’ reports; however,
there also were some significant relations with parents’ reports of
emotion. There were relatively few correlations between the
emotion-related measures and social competence that differed sig-
nificantly for boys and girls (see Table 3).

Mean-Level Stability

Muthén and Muthén’s (1998-2007) Mplus 4.2 was used to
compute the LGC analyses; the full information maximum likeli-

1 Teachers’ also rated children’s popularity on the same 4-point response
scale used to assess socially appropriate behavior (e.g., “This child has a lot
of friends”; alphas � .95, .93, .92, and .88 at T1, T2, T3, and T4,
respectively; see Eisenberg et al., 1995). Popularity was stable across
assessment points, rs(123-158) ranged from .32 to .47, ps � .01. Popularity
was negatively related to teacher-reported (12 of 16 correlations [rs �
�.19 to �.48]) and parent-reported NEI (2 of 16 significant for the total
sample [rs � �.21 and �.22], one significant for girls [with the sex
difference being significant, z � 2.02, p � .05]). Popularity was also
positively related to teacher-rated expressivity in 4 of 16 correlations
(significant rs ranged from .19 to .39, three correlations were within
reporter and time) and teacher-rated PEI (6 of 16 correlations significant [rs
ranged from .14 to .39]); findings for parent-reported PEI were not above
chance level. All LCG models fit well; popularity did not change in mean
level over time or in variability in the slope (which was nonsignificant) and
popularity was not predicted by PEI or NEI or expressivity or vice versa.
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hood estimation procedure was used under the assumption that
missing values are missing at random. For all age-based LGCs, a
model with the intercept and linear slope was first estimated. Next,
for all age-based LGCs involving variables measured at four time
points, a model with the intercept, linear slope, and quadratic slope
was estimated, using individually varying age as the metric for the
growth curves. The metrics for each assessment were centered on
the mean age of children. More specifically, the age-based LGCs
use age t scores for the growth metric as opposed to the traditional
models that use the number of the assessment (i.e., 0, 1, 2, 3).
Many common fit statistics are not defined for individually vary-
ing age-based models because factor loadings are random effects,
requiring numerical integration for parameter estimation (Muthén
& Muthén’s, 1998–2007). Therefore, the linear and quadratic
models were compared using the Bayesian Information Criteria
(BIC); a smaller BIC indicates a better fit.

Because most fit indices are not calculated for the age-based
models, models also were computed using time of assessment
rather than age. These models produce various fit indices. In the
traditional LGC (i.e., the assessment-based models that provide the
typical fit indices), if the model did not fit, the quadratic slope was
added to the model if the measure was assessed at all four time
points (see Bollen & Curran, 2006). If there was a psi matrix error
suggesting overfactoring (i.e., negative error variance because of
the quadratic term not being well identified for the model), a
segmented or piecewise model was specified (i.e., model freeing
one of the time point estimates; see Bollen & Curran, 2006). The
cut-points for fit indices recommended by Hu and Bentler (1999)
were used. Mehta and West (2000) indicated that a model using
individually varying age produces more accurate parameter esti-
mators for the sample instead of an assessment-based model.
Unstandardized estimates are reported and labeled as �.

The intercept is the status or rating of a particular variable for
the average age of children at T1 for age-based models or the mean
average at T1 (regardless of age) for the traditional models. In all
analyses, these were significantly different from 0 (which is not
surprising given the scales of the measures; e.g., 1 to 4); thus, the
significance of the intercepts is not discussed further. The slope
indicated the average trajectory for children across time. Signifi-
cant variance in the intercept or slope indicated whether children
differed in their initial status or slope.

Trajectories of Emotional Intensity

LGC analyses were estimated separately for parents’ and teach-
ers’ reports of PEI and NEI across T1, T2, T3, and T4. Both
age-based and traditional LGC analyses were conducted.

Parent-reported PEI. Based on a linear, individually varying
age-based LGC estimating the means and variances for the inter-
cept and linear slope, children’s estimated linear (negative) trajec-
tory was significant, � � �0.06, p � .01 (see Figure 1). Addi-
tionally, there was variability for children’s initial mean, � � 0.47,
p � .01, but no significant variance in the estimated slope, � �
0.01. The quadratic model produced a psi matrix error, suggesting
overfactoring; thus, the linear model was used in further analyses,
BIC � 1409.81.

The assessment-based LGC fit the data: �2(5) � 13.50, p � .02;
CFI � 0.97; RMSEA � 0.09 (confidence interval 90%; CI � 0.03,
0.15); SRMR � 0.04; BIC � 1660.12. The estimated linear slope
(negative) was significant (� � �0.11, p � .01). There was
variability in the intercept (mean level at average age at T1; � �
0.56, p � .01) and in the linear slope, � � 0.04, p � .05.

Teacher-reported PEI. Based on a linear, individually varying
age-based LGC estimating the means and variances for the inter-

Table 1
Means and Standard Deviations

Ms (SD)

T1 T2 T3 T4

Parent-reported positive emotional intensity 4.92 (.92) 4.98 (1.01) 4.75 (.99) 4.63 (1.06)
Girls 5.10 (.92) 5.21 (.90) 4.97 (.80) 4.86 (.96)
Boys 4.74 (.89) 4.75 (1.07) 4.52 (1.11) 4.40 (1.12)

Parent-reported negative emotional intensity 3.96 (.95) 4.24 (1.08) 4.07 (1.16) 3.91 (1.05)
Girls 3.89 (.93) 4.31 (1.10) 4.10 (1.18) 3.87 (1.08)
Boys 4.01 (.98) 4.16 (1.07) 4.03 (1.15) 3.95 (1.02)

Parent-reported expressivity — 4.29 (.73) 4.13 (.76) 4.06 (.78)
Girls 4.34 (.68) 4.12 (.69) 4.20 (.76)
Boys 4.24 (.78) 4.15 (.83) 3.92 (.78)

Teacher-reported positive emotional intensity 3.99 (1.16) 4.14 (1.26) 3.80 (1.27) 3.67 (1.24)
Girls 3.99 (1.12) 4.22 (1.26) 3.81 (1.16) 3.44 (1.24)
Boys 3.99 (1.21) 4.07 (1.26) 3.80 (1.37) 3.91 (1.21)

Teacher-reported negative emotional intensity 3.53 (1.25) 3.61 (1.30) 3.20 (1.28) 3.07 (1.19)
Girls 3.34 (1.10) 3.29 (1.15) 2.98 (1.18) 2.87 (1.04)
Boys 3.72 (1.35) 3.91 (1.38) 3.41 (1.34) 3.29 (1.30)

Teacher-reported expressivity — 3.85 (1.02) 3.66 (1.02) 3.45 (1.01)
Girls 3.95 (.92) 3.69 (.94) 3.35 (1.00)
Boys 3.75 (1.11) 3.64 (1.08) 3.56 (1.01)

Teacher-reported socially appropriate behavior 3.22 (.82) 3.27 (.80) 3.35 (.78) 3.13 (.50)
Girls 3.55 (.63) 3.57 (.62) 3.67 (.53) 3.28 (.37)
Boys 2.90 (.85) 2.98 (.84) 3.04 (.85) 2.96 (.58)

Note. Total sample ranged from 144–199. T1 � Time 1; T2 � Time 2; T3 � Time 3; T4 � Time 4.
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cept and linear slope, children’s (negative) trajectory was signifi-
cant, � � �0.06, p � .01 (see Figure 1). Additionally, there was
variability for the initial mean, � � 0.58, p � .01. When the
variance of the linear slope was estimated, the model did not
converge properly because of lack of variability in the slope; thus,
the slope variance was fixed at 0. The quadratic model produced a
psi matrix error, suggesting overfactoring; therefore, only the
linear model was interpreted, BIC � 1851.17. Overall, teacher-
rated PEI followed a similar declining trajectory, as parent-rated
PEI, despite an initial modest increase from T1 to T2.

A similar approach to the traditional LGC that was used for
parent-rated PEI was used for teacher-rated PEI. The final model
included latent constructs of the intercept and linear slope with the
variance of the linear slope fixed to 0 (in the initial model, the
variance of the slope was �0.03, ns): �2(6) � 9.36, ns; CFI � .96;
RMSEA � 0.05 (CI � 0.00, 0.12); SRMR � 0.06. The estimated
linear slope was significant, � � �0.11, p � .05. There was
significant variability in the intercept (mean level of PEI at T1;
� � 0.68, p � .01).

Parent-reported NEI. Based on a linear, individually varying,
age-based LGC, the slope and variance for the slope were nonsig-
nificant, �s � �0.01 and 0.01, ns (see Figure 1). There was
variability in the intercept, � � 0.42, p � .01. Overall, NEI
remained stable across time, BIC � 1600.77. The quadratic model
produced a psi matrix error, suggesting overfactoring.

The traditional LGC that included latent constructs of the inter-
cept and linear slope did not fit the data well; thus, a quadratic term

was added. However, this model produced a psi matrix error; thus,
the fourth time point for the slope was freed (see Bollen & Curran,
2006). This piecewise (or segmented) LGC fit: �2(4) � 19.01, p �
.01; CFI � .93; RMSEA � 0.14 (CI � 0.08, 0.20); SRMR � 0.06;
BIC � 1,846.82. The mean and variance of the slope were not
significant. There was variability in the intercept, � � 0.37, p � .01.

Teacher-reported NEI. Based on a linear, individually vary-
ing, age-based LGC, the estimated mean trajectory (negative) was
significant, � � �0.08, p � .01 (see Figure 1), and there was
variability in the intercept, � � 0.52, p � .01. When the variance
of the linear slope was estimated, the model did not converge
properly because of lack of variability in the slope; thus, the slope
variance was fixed at 0. The quadratic model produced a psi matrix
error, suggesting overfactoring. Overall, teacher-rated NEI fol-
lowed a declining linear trajectory, BIC � 1,822.19.

The final traditional LGC model included latent constructs of
the intercept and linear slope: �2(5) � 9.92, ns; CFI � .94;
RMSEA � 0.07 (CI � 0.00, 0.13); SRMR � 0.07; BIC � 2,113.03.
The estimated negative linear slope was significant, � � �0.17,
p � .01. There was variability in the intercept, � � 0.65, p � .01,
but not in the linear slope.

Trajectories of Expressivity

Parent-reported expressivity. In the linear, individually vary-
ing, age-based model, children’s estimated linear trajectory (neg-
ative) was significant, � � �0.06, p � .01 (see Figure 1). There

Table 2
Relations of PEI, NEI, and Expressivity

P1 PEI T1 PEI P2 PEI T2 PEI P3 PEI T3 PEI P4 PEI T4 PEI

P1 PEI —
T1 PEI .22�� —
P2 PEI .62�� .21�� —
T2 PEI .24�� .43�� .30�� —
P3 PEI .57�� .11 .69�� .25�� —
T3 PEI .07 .40�� .15��� .37�� .15��� —
P4 PEI .49�� .19� .67�� .24�� .71�� .20� —
T4 PEI .12 .39�� .09 .33�� .09 .22� .14��� —

P1 NEI T1 NEI P2 NEI T2 NEI P3 NEI T3 NEI P4 NEI T4 NEI

P1 NEI —
T1 NEI .17� —
P2 NEI .46�� .24�� —
T2 NEI .01 .33�� .16��� —
P3 NEI .45�� .15��� .66�� .18� —
T3 NEI .09 .33�� .20� .39�� .15��� —
P4 NEI .40�� .16� .60�� .22� .65�� .19� —
T4 NEI .12 .22�� .15��� .36�� .04 .41�� .24�� —

P2 EXP T2 EXP P3 EXP T3 EXP P4 EXP T4 EXP

P2 EXP —
T2 EXP .34�� —
P3 EXP .63�� .31�� —
T3 EXP .08 .37�� .28�� —
P4 EXP .54�� .17� .56�� .15��� —
T4 EXP .13 .30�� .14 .33�� .05 —

Note. Degrees of freedom ranged from 128–161 for parents’ reports and 116–158 for teachers’ reports. p � parent;
T � teacher; PEI � positive emotional intensity; NEI � negative emotional intensity; EXP � expressivity.
� p � .05. �� p � .01. ��� p � .10.
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was variability for the initial mean, � � 0.32, p � .05, but there
was not significant variance for the slope. Overall, parent-rated
expressivity declined with age, BIC � 902.12.

The final traditional LGC model included latent constructs of
the intercept and linear slope, �2(1) � 1.17, ns; CFI � 1.00;
RMSEA � 0.03 (CI � 0.00, 0.20); SRMR � 0.02; BIC � 1,012.45.
The estimated negative linear slope was significant, � � �0.10,
p � .01. There was variability in the intercept, � � 0.38, p � .01,
but not in the linear slope.

Teacher-reported expressivity. In the individually varying
age-based model, children’s estimated mean linear trajectory (neg-
ative) was significant, � � �0.09, p � .01 (see Figure 1). There
also was near significant variance for the intercept, � � 0.54, p �
.10, but not for the slope. Similar to parents’ reports, teacher-rated
expressivity declined across time, BIC � 1,161.91.

The final traditional LGC included latent constructs of the
intercept and linear slope: �2(1) � 0.13, ns; CFI � 1.00;
RMSEA � 0.00 (CI � 0.00, 0.14); SRMR � 0.01; BIC � 1,293.39.
The estimated negative linear slope was significant, � � �0.19,
p � .01. There was variability in the intercept, � � 0.44, p � .01,
but not in the linear slope.

Trajectory of Teacher-Reported Socially
Appropriate Behavior

Based on a linear, individually varying, age-based LGC means
and variances estimated for the intercept and linear slope, the

variance of the intercept and the mean trajectory (negative) were
significant, �s � 0.32 and �0.03, ps � .01 (see Figure 2). The
model did not converge when the variance of the slope was
estimated; therefore, the slope variance was fixed at 0. The qua-
dratic model did not converge. Thus, based on the final linear
model, BIC � 1,126.22, there was an overall decline in socially
appropriate behavior, albeit very modest in magnitude.

The traditional LGC that included latent constructs of the intercept
and linear slope did not fit the data well; thus, a quadratic term was
added. However, this model produced a psi matrix error, suggesting
overfactoring. Therefore, a piecewise approach was taken to fitting
the model. The best model included the intercept and slope factors
with the time estimates at T3 and T4 released and the variance of the
slope factor fixed at 0. This LGC fit adequately: �2(4) � 9.66, p �
.05; CFI � .98; RMSEA � 0.08 (CI � 0.01, 0.15); SRMR � 0.07;
BIC � 1232.44. The estimated slope and variance for the intercept
were significant, �s � �0.04 and 0.38, ps � .01.

Sex Differences

For each of the above models, a multiple-groups model was esti-
mated to examine differences in the means in intercepts and slopes for
girls and boys. In an initial model for each construct, the means for
intercept and slope (linear and/or quadratic) factors were set to 0
for girls (boys were estimated relative to girls) to test if there was a
sex difference in the parameters. Because the factor means for girls
were set to 0, a negative estimated value for either the intercept or
slope indicated that boys were lower than girls and a positive estimate
indicated the reverse. Of the seven models that were estimated, three
models had significant differences in the intercept and one model had
a significant difference in the slope. The intercept for girls was higher
for parent-rated PEI, higher for teacher-rated social skills, and lower
for teacher-rated NEI, �s � �0.38, �0.65, and 0.46, ps � .01 (see
Table 1 for means). In the model with teacher-rated expressivity, the
slope was significantly different for girls and boys, � � 0.20, p � .05.
A second multiple-groups model (without the constraint of setting the
factors for the girls to 0) was estimated so that the value of the slope
could be computed for girls and boys. The slope for girls was
significant, � � �0.29, p � .01, whereas the slope for boys was not
significant, � � �0.09, ns.

Summary of Single Variable LGC

Overall, all of the LGC (individually varying aged-based and
traditional) involving the emotion variables and socially appropri-
ate behavior had significant declining trajectories, with the excep-
tion of the stable trajectory of parent-rated NEI. All of the LGC
models had significant variability in the intercepts but not in the
slope factors, except for teacher-rated expressivity, which had
marginally significant variability in the intercept.

Growth Curve to Growth Curve Prediction

For each final age-based LGC model of parents’ and teachers’
ratings of PEI, NEI, and expressivity, structural (i.e., predictive)
paths were added from the intercept and linear slope of these
constructs to the latent constructs of teacher-rated socially appro-
priate behavior. Thus, six models were estimated in which a
construct of emotion predicted social competence. Alternative

Table 3
Relations of Emotion-Related Constructs With Socially
Appropriate Behavior

T1 SAB T2 SAB T3 SAB T4 SAB

P1 PEI �.09 �.07 �.01 �.06
T1 PEI �.22�� �.24�� �.13 �.06
P2 PEI �.11 �.08 �.14 �.04
T2 PEI �.11 �.14��� �.18� �.06
P3 PEI .03 �.04 .02 �.08
T3 PEI �.10 �.02 �.10 .11a

P4 PEI �.05 �.11 �.08 �.06
T4 PEI �.19� �.20� �.21� �.21�

P1 NEI �.15� �.01 �.05 .07
T1 NEI �.57�� �.36�� �.30�� �.13
P2 NEI �.12 �.20� �.13 �.12
T2 NEI �.45�� �.59�� �.49�� �.27��

P3 NEI �.10 �.23�� �.22��,b �.08
T3 NEI �.43�� �.43�� �.55�� �.21�

P4 NEI �.15��� �.28�� �.21� �.21�

T4 NEI �.33�� �.47�� �.36�� �.39��

P2 EXP �.05 �.17� �.18� �.17���

T2 EXP �.11 �.11 �.15��� �.07
P3 EXP �.10 �.10 �.06 �.12
T3 EXP �.11 �.03 �.12 .13
P4 EXP �.05 �.15��� �.11 �.16���

T4 EXP �.12 �.23�� �.16��� �.18�

Note. Degrees of freedom in parentheses. p � parent; T � teacher; PEI �
positive emotional intensity; NEI � negative emotional intensity; EXP �
expressivity; SAB � socially appropriate behavior.
a The relation is greater for boys, r(59) � .26, p � .05, than girls, r(62) �
�.20, ns, z � 2.56, p � .05. b The relation is more negative for boys,
r(73) � �.38, p � .01, than girls, r(72) � �.02, ns, z � 2.27, p � .05.
� p � .05. �� p � .01. ��� p � .10.
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models with structural paths of social competence predicting emo-
tion also were estimated.

PEI and Socially Appropriate Behavior

The LGC model with parent-reported PEI predicting socially
appropriate behavior did not have any significant predictive paths.

The model with teacher-reported PEI had two significant paths—
the initial status (T1 intercept) of teacher-reported PEI negatively
predicted the intercept of socially appropriate behavior and posi-
tively predicted the slope of socially appropriate behavior, �s �
�0.39 and 0.04, ps � .01 and .05. In other words, children who
started higher at the initial mean age of T1 in PEI were rated lower in
social skills at T1. Additionally, because of the positive prediction of
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Figure 1. The average trajectory of emotion constructs.
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the social skills, children who started higher in PEI at T1 had a steeper
decline (i.e., higher rate of change) in socially appropriate behavior
across time.

NEI and Socially Appropriate Behavior

The initial status of NEI in the LGC models of both parents’ and
teachers’ ratings significantly predicted the initial status of chil-
dren’s socially appropriate behavior, �s � �0.30 and �0.83, ps �
.05 and .01. Thus, children who started higher in NEI were lower
in social skills. Additionally for the teacher-reported NEI model,
the initial status on NEI positively predicted children’s trajectory
of social skills, � � 0.07, p � .01. In other words, children who
started higher in NEI at T1 had a steeper decline in social skills
across time.

Expressivity and Socially Appropriate Behavior

There were no significant predictive paths with the model in-
volving mother-reported expressivity. The model with teachers’
ratings of expressivity had one significant path and one marginal
path. The initial status of teacher-rated expressivity negatively
predicted children’s initial status of socially appropriate behavior
and positively predicted children’s trajectory of socially appropri-
ate behavior, �s � �0.39 and 0.04, ps � .05 and .10. Thus,
children who started higher in expressivity at T1 had a marginally
steeper decline in social skills across time.

Socially Appropriate Behavior Predicting Emotion

Out of the six models estimated for social skills predicting PEI,
NEI, and expressivity, only one model had a significant path
predicting the slope of emotion. The intercept of socially appro-

priate behavior negatively predicted the trajectory of mother-rated
expressivity, � � �6.14, p � .01. Children who started higher in
social skills had a more gradual decline (i.e., lower rate of change)
in mother-rated expressivity. Children who started lower in social
skills had higher intercepts in three models: (1) teacher-rated PEI,
� � �0.45, p � .05; (2) teacher-rated NEI, � � �1.19, p � .01;
and (3) mother-rated expressivity, � � �0.19, p � .10. These
findings with the intercepts are consistent with the growth-to-
growth analyses of emotion predicting social skills.

Summary of Growth-to-Growth Analyses

In general, the analyses with PEI, NEI, and expressivity pre-
dicting social competence had similar results—higher emotion at
T1 predicted a steeper decline in socially appropriate behavior
across time, although these findings were only for teachers’ re-
ports. Additionally, for PEI, NEI (parent- and teacher-rated), and
expressivity, higher emotion at T1 predicted lower social skills at
T1. When social competence was specified as predicting emotion,
children who started higher in social skills had a more gradual
decline in mother-rated expressivity.

Discussion

In the present study, the rank-order and mean-level stability of
PEI, NEI, expressivity, and socially appropriate behavior and the
relations of children’s emotion-related constructs with socially
appropriate behavior were assessed. We found evidence of rank-
order stability and mean-level change in all constructs.

Regarding rank-order stability, there was some evidence of
agreement between reporters within time and considerable evi-
dence of stability across time in teachers’ or parents’ ratings of the
constructs. Based on the relations, it appears that parents perceived
more stability than teachers, which is not surprising given the
changing classroom environment and different teachers at each
assessment. There also were some significant, positive correlations
between parents’ and teachers’ ratings of the same index of emo-
tionality across time. This stability in individual differences was to
be expected for aspects of emotion that reflect temperament/
personality. The stability of individual differences in social com-
petence also was not surprising, especially because social behav-
iors were reported within similar contexts (i.e., classroom envi-
ronments). It is interesting that the relations among teachers’
ratings of social competence were moderate (rs � .38 to .70)
whereas some of the relations among emotion constructs for teach-
ers’ ratings were more modest (although still significant; rs � .22
to .43).

Of most interest in terms of longitudinal prediction were the
relations between trajectories for children’s intensity of emotion
and their social competence as reported by teachers. Overall,
children who began higher in all emotion-related constructs (i.e.,
PEI, NEI, and expressivity) had a steeper decline in social skills,
especially for teacher-rated emotion. Additionally, there was evi-
dence that children who began higher in the emotion-related con-
structs also started lower in social skills. In contrast, there was only
one instance of significant prediction of the emotion-related con-
structs from social skills (i.e., prediction of mother-rated expressiv-
ity from social skills). Children who were initially more socially
skilled declined less with age in their expressivity. Perhaps socially
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Figure 2. The average trajectory of socially appropriate behavior.
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skilled children express affect more appropriately and/or at a more
modulated level and, thus, have less need to change their levels of
expressivity with age. The fact that an initially high level of social
skills predicted lower teacher-rated PEI and NEI and lower
mother-rated expressivity is consistent with this speculation.

The fact that similar predictive relations between emotionality
and social competence were not found for parent-reported PEI and
NEI suggests that the relation of social competence to PEI and to
NEI may be confined to the school setting and interactions with
peers in public versus home environments. It is likely that expres-
sions of emotion, especially very intense emotion, have more
relevance for social behavior when expressed at school, where
such emotions are especially likely to be deemed as disruptive to
the learning environment and as violations of normative expecta-
tions. It is also possible that teachers are more honest or unbiased
reporters than are parents of children’s problematic emotionality,
although recall that there was modest agreement in the rank
ordering of emotion constructs between parents and teachers.

Thus, although the findings do not prove causality, they are
consistent with the view that children’s emotionality affects their
socially appropriate behavior. The findings also are consistent with
the generally negative correlations between adult-reported PEI,
NEI, and expressivity and teachers’ reports of social skills, within
and often across time. Children who experience intense negative
emotions are likely to have difficulty modulating their attention
and behavior in ways that are socially appropriate (e.g., Aksan et
al., 1999; Eisenberg et al., 1993), and the negative interactions that
occur may result in further declines in social competence.

Another issue examined was change in mean levels of the
variables with age or assessment. In regard to the single variable,
age-based LGC models, parents’ and teachers’ ratings followed
similar declining trajectories, except for parent-reported NEI,
which was stable. These trajectories did not have significant vari-
ance—meaning children had similar trajectories. Specifically,
based on teachers’ and parents’ ratings of affect, children followed
similar negative trajectories; this lack of variability may account
for the absence of the prediction of socially appropriate behavior
from the trajectories of the emotion variables. The observed de-
clines provided evidence that children’s emotions not only became
less intense (positive and negative), but also were exhibited to a
lesser degree with age. Other researchers have found declines in
negative emotional intensity (e.g., Murphy et al., 1999) and de-
clines in positive affect during childhood and early adolescence
(Collins & Steinberg, 2006; Larson et al., 1996; Weinstein, Mer-
melstein, Hankin, Hedeker, & Flay, 2007). Even though in early
adolescence, intensity of emotions has been found to be higher
than in childhood (Larson & Richards, 1994; Laursen & Collins,
1994), some researchers have found a decline in affect (i.e.,
positive and negative affect along a continuous scale) from late
childhood to early adolescence when affect was measured outside
of the parent–child context (Larson, Moneta, Richards, & Wilson,
2002). Consistent with Larson et al. (2002), our findings suggest
that the pattern of increasing affect is not present in early adoles-
cence or at least not present in situations other than parent–child
interactions.

The declines in emotional intensity and in expressivity might be
because of children’s developing regulation skills. In addition,
some researchers have attributed declines in emotional expressive-
ness to socializers’ pressure to regulate emotions, especially sad-

ness (Fuchs & Thelen, 1988). As children grow older, they are
better able to control and verbally communicate their emotional
experiences (Saarni et al., 2006). Both socialization processes and
development of regulation likely work in concert and interact with
each other to foster adaptive development.

Another possible explanation for why children’s emotional in-
tensity and expressivity declined across the 6-year period is chil-
dren’s changing peer group. Some children experience a height-
ened awareness of peer-evaluation and peer-group influence
(O’Brien & Bierman, 1988), which in turn may create an increase
in self-evaluation and a desire to blend into the group as much as
possible. Thus, being average or low in intensity and expressivity
might be desirable.

For socially appropriate behavior, we predicted that children’s
socially appropriate behavior would follow an increasing linear
trajectory; however, the overall trajectory was negative, albeit very
modest. By T4, nearly all of the children were transitioned into
middle school. As these transitions occur, children are forced to
quickly adapt to their surroundings and their coping and social
skills may be stressed and challenged (Isakson & Jarvis, 1999).
Another change is in the growing importance of the peer group
(Furman & Buhrmester, 1992), perhaps partly because time spent
with peers compared to adults is longer than at younger ages (see
Spear, 2000). Adolescents exhibit much higher rates of risk-taking
behavior than other age-groups (see Spear, 2000; Dahl, 2004) and
this, as well as deviant behavior, might be reinforced by peers.
Such behavior is likely to be viewed as socially inappropriate by
teachers.

Overall, there was little evidence of sex differences in differen-
tial or mean stability of emotion or social functioning. However,
teacher-rated expressivity declined for girls but not boys. There
also was evidence of sex differences in the means at specific
assessments. Girls were rated higher in social competence by
teachers (e.g., Eisenberg et al., 1995; Mpofu et al., 2004). Addi-
tionally, unlike the findings of Else-Quest et al. (2006) based
mostly on younger children, girls were rated higher in PEI by
parents but not teachers and lower in NEI by teachers but not
parents. Girls may more freely express positive emotion in the
home where it is likely to be more acceptable, but modulate it more
at school. Similarly, girls may be more likely than boys to mod-
ulate their intense negative emotions in the school setting. In the
future, it would be interesting to examine teachers’ and parents’
values pertaining to emotions and personal definitions of socially
appropriate behavior. Adults’ bases of judgments likely differ, as
might the aspects of behavior that capture their attention in the
classroom versus home context. For example, teachers may focus
more on intense negative emotions or have different expectations
for socially appropriate behavior than parents. In fact, teachers’
ratings of children’s NEI have been found to be more related to
observed anger than parents’ ratings (Eisenberg, Fabes, Nyman,
Bernzweig, & Pineulas, 1994).

Strengths and Limitations

Strengths of this study include the investigation of both rank-
order and mean-level stability across a 6-year period and the use of
individually varying age-based LGC analyses to assess relations of
emotionality with social competence. Multiple reporters for emo-
tional intensity (parents and teachers) and social competence (dif-
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ferent teachers at each assessment) were used. In the future, it
would be interesting to investigate the trajectories of children’s
emotions and behaviors as they transition from early adolescence
through late adolescence and to obtain observed measures and
youths’ own perceptions of their behaviors. Because of the pres-
ence of heightened self-criticism and evaluation during adoles-
cence (Shahar, Henrich, Blatt, Ryan, & Little, 2003), examining
the contributions of self-perceived emotional and social behavior
could provide a unique perspective. Additionally, it would be
interesting to investigate the trajectories of differentiated emotions
as opposed to the broader families of emotion.

In conclusion, this study provides unique insight into the devel-
opmental trends of emotional behaviors as well as the relations
between emotion and socially appropriate behavior. The most
interesting findings that emerged were the predictions of social
behavior from emotional behavior—children who started higher in
emotional behavior had steeper declines in socially appropriate
behavior than children who started lower in emotional behavior.
The sensitivity to the age of the sample contributes to a greater
understanding of children’s emotional and social behavior from
early elementary school to early adolescence.
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